FIL: Research/Creative Work Plan

Current Plan

Articulate here your current projects—what is on your desk/in your studio/in your lab now.

- Title of project/activity—and how these fit into your long-term research/creative plan. Articulate the interim project steps for completing your specific project/s.
- Provide a timeline for each project, including interim project steps.

Which of your current projects (or project steps) might best be suited to the tailored opportunity presented by an AY 2020-2021 FIL?

Action Timeline
Articulate clear and firm timelines for the Current Plan items.
Publications and other Products
List products of the past year and those you expect to publish or place in the coming year. How might the current project/s fit within the narrative trajectory represented by your existing publication/research/performance/exhibition record?

Obstacles and Opportunities
Articulate obstacles to meeting your research/creative objectives. Articulate opportunities for enhancing your research/creative objectives. What funding opportunities are there to support your work? Have you accommodated the effort to obtain funding into your timelines?